BSeg++: a modified blind segmentation method for Ballistocardiogram cycle extraction.
This paper presents a method to extract cardiac cycles and H-I-J components of Ballistocardiogram (BCG). The new improved algorithm BSeg++ permits on the segmentation of BCG signal and extraction of its basic complexes H-I-J without Electrocardiogram (ECG) synchronization. The BSeg++ is based on two previously developed methods described in [1, 2, 3] for extracting BCG cycles without using a reference ECG signal. Those methods suffered from extract redundant BCG cycles because of motion artifacts or BCG fluctuations. In this study, we modified the blind segmentation algorithm and solved its problems. We also added another feature to detect H-I-J complexes of BCG. Also, this new algorithm can be used to extract cardiac cycles and R-S-T components of ECG. The data analysis has been performed on the subjects tested at Simon Fraser University. Initial tests of BCG and ECG from twenty subjects indicate that the method extracted BCG (ECG) cycles and its components with a negligible error in the presence of motion artifacts, BCG fluctuations, latency and non-linear disturbance.